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0 8 AdT ncy determination to reject low quotation

S Womb ' is not unreasonable-{here evidence shows that
offeror did not submit adequate technical data
to demonstrate that part offered as substitute
for specified part was functionally, physi-
cally, mechanically and electrically inter-
changeable as required by request for quotation.

Fil-Coil Company, Inc. (Fil-Coil) protests the
purchase of 17 radio frequency filters from Stewart-
Warner Corporation (Stewart) under Request for Quota-

o4L/ tion (RFQ) DLA 900-80-T-6345 issued by the Defense
Q.pElectronics Supply Center (DESC), under the simplified

Iqo~o small purchase procedures of Defense Acquisition Regu-
lation (DAR) § 3-600 et seq. (1976 ed.). Fil-Coil sub-
mitted the low quotation at $326.50; but DESC purchased
the filters from Stewart at $475.18 per unit after it
determined that the Fil-Coil part was technically
unacceptable. We deny the protest.

The radio frequency filter is an essential component
of airport surveillance radar used for identifying and
controlling aircraft at military airfields. The only
technical data available for this item was a 1971 Zenith
Radio Corooration drawing. Zenith' was the original equip-
ment manufacturer for the radar system transmitter which
includes the filter as a component. Zenith later sold
its product line for the radar system to Stewart, and
subsequent purchases have been made from Stewart under
the small purchase procedures.
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The RFQ requested quotations for Stewart part number
(P/N) 95G3253-1-1, but permitted offerors to quote on
parts which were "functionally, physically, mechanically
and electrically interchangeable" with the Stewart part.
In the latter case, the RFQ required offerors to submit
complete technical data for evaluation purposes. Fil-Coil
offered its P/N1 FC543 but did not furnish any data with
its quotation to establish that its item was equivalent
to the Stewart unit. In response to a request from DESC,
Fil-Coil allegedly provided a copy of sheet 1 of the
previously mentioned Zenith drawing, revision H, dated
August 1972. Although DESC had page 2 of this drawing,
DESC determined that this partial data was totally
inadequate to establish that Fil-Coil's P/N FC543 was
equivalent to Stewart's. Fil-Coil disputes the agency's
allegation in this regard and asserts that it submitted
pages 1 and 2 of the Zenith drawing, not only page 1
as claimed by the agency. We need not resolve this issue,
however, since it is clear that the agency believes that
even the complete Zenith drawing did not adequately show
that the Fil-Coil part is "functionally, physically,
mechanically and electrically interchangeable" with the
specified part.

In this respect the protester concedes that it did
not submit information to DESC regarding either the
Zenith quality assurance specification (which was ref-
erenced on page 1 of the Zenith drawing it submitted)
or information indicating that the circuit schematic
for its part FC543 had been subjected to quality assur-
ance inspection approval under note 6.2 of the Zenith
drawing. While the protester correctly points out that
DESC never requested this information, the fact remains
that the Zenith drawing Fil-Coil submitted indicated
that they were necessary for quality assurance evalua-
tion. In this connection, DESC reports that this data
was not available to the Government and that this kind
of information is essential to ensure a properly func-
tioning component in the radar system. The protester
does not dispute this assertion ox offer any evidence
to rebut the agency's position.
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Generally, the procuring agency primarily is respon-
sible for evaluating data supplied and ascertaining if
it provides sufficient information to determine the
acceptability of the item offered, Amperif Corporation,
B-193414, October 1, 1979, 79-2 CPD 232, and we will
not disturb these technical determinations unless the
protester shows they are unreasonable. Schottel of
America, Inc., B-190322, February 15, 1978, 78-1 CPD
130.

In our view the protester has not shown that the
technical data it submitted demonstrated that its part
was the equivalent of Stewart's, i.e., that it was "com-
plete" as required by the RFQ.

The protest is denied.

For the Comptrolle eral
of the United States




